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Let k be a commutative ring. Let R, B be k-algebras with B commutative. Let p : R→ B be
a homogeneous multiplicative polynomial law of degree n. We show that p is obtained by
left and right composing a determinant with some homomorphisms of k-algebras.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Let k be a commutative ring. Let R, B be k-algebras with B commutative. Let p : R → B be a multiplicative polynomial
law homogeneous of degree n. The definition of polynomial lawwill be made precise below, the reader may consider this as
a homogeneous polynomial map between rings that preserves products and identities. LetMn(B) denote the n× nmatrices
over B. Given a linear representation ρ : A → Mn(B) the composition det ·ρ : A → B, with det the usual determinant, is
a multiplicative polynomial law homogeneous of degree n from A to B. The main result of this paper is to give a converse
to this correspondence between linear representations and polynomial laws. We shall prove that given a homogeneous
multiplicative polynomial law p : R→ B of degree n there are k-algebras F and V such that there is a linear representation
pi : F → Mn(V ) and homomorphisms of k-algebras α, β and pi , with α surjective, such that p · α = β · det ·pi .
2. Notation
Unless otherwise stated we adopt the following notations
• k denotes a fixed commutative ground ring.
• For S a set we denote by k{S} the associative free k-algebra on S.
• Nk,Ck,Modk and Sets denote the categories of k-algebras, commutative k-algebras, k-modules and sets, respectively.
• For B ∈ Nk we denote byMn(B) the k-algebra of n× nmatrices with entries in B.
• For A, B ∈ Nk and f ∈ Nk(A, B)we denote byMn(f ) : Mn(A)→ Mn(B) the induced map on matrices.
• For B ∈ Ck we write det(b) to denote the usual determinant of a square matrix b ∈ Mn(B).
• For B ∈ Nk we write GLn(B) for the general linear group of the invertible matrices inMn(B).
• For S a set and any additive monoid M , we denote by M(S) the set of functions f : S → M with finitely many non-zero
values.
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3. Polynomial laws and divided powers
3.1. Polynomial laws
We first recall the definition of polynomial laws between k-modules. These are mappings that generalize the usual
polynomial mappings between free k-modules. We mostly follow N.Roby (see [1,2]) and we refer the interested reader
to these papers for detailed descriptions and proof.
Definition 1. Let M and N be two k-modules. A polynomial law ϕ from M to N is a family of maps of underlying sets
ϕA : A⊗kM −→ A⊗k N , with A ∈ Ck such that the following diagram commutes
A⊗k M
f⊗idM

ϕA / A⊗k N
f⊗idN

B⊗k M ϕB / B⊗k N
(1)
for all A, B ∈ Ck and all f ∈ Ck(A, B).
Definition 2. Let n ∈ N. If ϕA(au) = anϕA(u), for all a ∈ A, u ∈ A⊗kM and all A ∈ Ck, then ϕ is called homogeneous of
degree n.
Definition 3. IfM and N are two k-algebras and{
ϕA(xy) = ϕA(x)ϕA(y)
ϕA(1A⊗M) = 1A⊗N
for A ∈ Ck and for all x, y ∈ A⊗kM , then ϕ is calledmultiplicative.
Let A and B be two k-modules and ϕ : A → B be a polynomial law. The following result on polynomial laws is a
restatement of Théorème I.1 of [1].
Theorem 4. Let S be a set.
(1) Let L = k[xs]s∈S and let as be elements of A such that as is 0 except for a finite number of s ∈ S, then there exist ϕξ ((as)) ∈ B,
with ξ ∈ N(S), such that:
ϕL
(∑
s∈S
xs ⊗ as
)
=
∑
ξ∈N(S)
xξ ⊗ ϕξ ((as)) (2)
where xξ =∏s∈S xξss .
(2) Let R be any commutative k-algebra and let rs ∈ R for s ∈ S, then:
ϕR
(∑
s∈S
rs ⊗ as
)
=
∑
ξ∈N(S)
rξ ⊗ ϕξ ((as)) (3)
where rξ =∏s∈S rξss .
(3) If ϕ is homogeneous of degree n, then one has ϕξ ((as)) = 0 if |ξ | is different from n. That is:
ϕR
(∑
s∈S
rs ⊗ as
)
=
∑
ξ∈N(S),|ξ |=n
rξ ⊗ ϕξ ((as)). (4)
In particular, if ϕ is homogeneous of degree 0 or 1, then it is constant or linear, respectively.
Remark 5. The above theoremmeans that a polynomial lawϕ : A→ B is completely determined by its coefficientsϕξ ((as)),
with ξ ∈ N(S).
Remark 6. If A is a free k-module and {at : t ∈ T } is a basis of A, then ϕ is completely determined by its coefficients
ϕξ ((at)), with ξ ∈ N(T ). Also if B is a free k-module with basis {bu : u ∈ U}, then ϕξ ((at)) =∑u∈U λu(ξ)bu, with λu(ξ) ∈ k.
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Let a =∑t∈T µtat ∈ A, withµt ∈ k. Since only a finite number ofµt and λu(ξ) are different from zero, the followingmakes
sense:
ϕ(a) = ϕ
(∑
t∈T
µtat
)
=
∑
ξ∈N(T )
µξϕξ ((at)) =
∑
ξ∈N(T )
µξ
(∑
u∈U
λu(ξ)bu
)
=
∑
u∈U
 ∑
ξ∈N(T )
λu(ξ)µ
ξ
 bu.
Hence, if both A and B are free k-modules, a polynomial law ϕ : A→ B is simply a polynomial map.
Definition 7. Let k be a commutative ring.
(1) ForM,N two k-modules we set Pnk(M,N) for the set of homogeneous polynomial lawsM → N of degree n.
(2) IfM,N are two k-algebras we set MPnk(M,N) for the multiplicative homogeneous polynomial lawsM → N of degree n.
The assignment N −→ Pnk(M,N) (resp. N −→ MPnk(M,N)) determines a functor fromModk (resp.Nk) to Sets.
Example 8. (1) For all A, B ∈ Nk it holds that MP1k(A, B) = Nk(A, B). A linear multiplicative polynomial law is a k-algebra
homomorphism.
(2) For B ∈ Ck the usual determinant det : Mn(B)→ B belongs to MPnk(Mn(B), B)
(3) For B ∈ Ck the mapping b 7→ bn belongs to MPnk(B, B)
(4) For B, C ∈ CB consider p ∈ MPnB(B, C), since p(b) = p(b 1) = bnp(1) = bn 1C it is clear that in this case raising to the
power n is the unique multiplicative polynomial law homogeneous of degree n.
(5) When A ∈ Nk is an Azumaya algebra of rank n2 over its center k, then its reduced norm N belongs to MPnk(A, k).
3.2. Divided powers
The functors just introduced in Definition 7 are represented by the divided powers which we introduce right now.
Definition 9. For a k-module M the divided powers algebra Γk(M) (see [1,2]) is an associative and commutative k-algebra
with identity 1k and product×, with generatorsm(k), withm ∈ M , k ∈ Z and relations, for allm, n ∈ M:
(1) m(i) = 0,∀i < 0;
(2) m(0) = 1k,∀m ∈ M;
(3) (αm)(i) = αim(i),∀α ∈ k,∀i ∈ N;
(4) (m+ n)(k) =∑i+j=km(i) × n(j),∀k ∈ N;
(5) m(i) ×m(j) =
(
i+j
i
)
m(i+j),∀i, j ∈ N.
The k-moduleΓk(M) is generated by finite products×i∈I x(αi)i of the above generators. The divided powers algebraΓk(M)
is an N-graded algebra with homogeneous components Γ nk (M), (n ∈ N), the submodule generated by {×i∈I x(αi)i :| α |=∑
i αi = n}. One easily checks that Γk is a functor fromModk to Ck.
3.3. Universal properties
The following properties give the motivation for the introduction of divided powers in our setting.
3.3.1. Functoriality and adjointness
Γ nk is a covariant functor fromModk toModk and one can easily check that it preserves surjections. Themap γ
n : r 7→ r (n)
is a polynomial lawM → Γ nk (M) homogeneous of degree n. We call it the universal map for the following reason: consider
another k-module N and the set Modk(Γ nk (M),N) of homomorphisms of k-modules between Γ
n
k (M) and N , we have an
isomorphism
Modk(Γ nk (M),N)
∼=−→ Pnk(M,N) (5)
given by φ 7→ φ ◦ γ n.
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3.3.2. The algebra Γ nk (A)
If A is k-algebra then Γ nk (A) inherits a structure of k-algebra by a
(n)b(n) = (ab)(n). The unit in Γ nk (A) is 1(n). It was proved
by Roby [2] that in this way R → Γ nk (A) gives a functor from k-algebras to k-algebras such that γ n(a)γ n(b) = γ n(ab),∀a, b ∈ A. Hence
Nk(Γ
n
k (A), B)
∼=−→ MPnk(A, B) (6)
and the map given by φ 7→ φ ◦ γ n is an isomorphism for all A, B ∈ Nk.
3.3.3. Base change
[[1], Thm. III.3, p. 262] For any R ∈ Ck and A ∈ Modk it holds that
R⊗k Γk(A) ∼=−→ ΓR(R⊗k A). (7)
When A is a k-algebra this gives an isomorphism of R-algebras
R⊗k Γ nk (A)
∼=−→ Γ nR (R⊗k A) (8)
for all n ≥ 0.
3.4. Symmetric tensors
Definition 10. LetM be a k-module and consider the tensor powerM⊗n. The symmetric group Sn acts onM⊗n by permuting
the factors and we denote by TSnk(M) or simply by TS
n(M) the k-submodule of M⊗n of the invariants for this action. The
elements of TSn(M) are called symmetric tensors of degree n overM .
Remark 11. IfM is a k-algebra then Sn acts onM⊗n as a group of k-algebra automorphisms. Hence TSn(M) is a k-subalgebra
ofM⊗n.
3.4.1. Flatness and symmetric tensors
SupposeM ∈ Nk (resp.M ∈ Ck). The homogeneous polynomial lawM → TSn(M) given by x 7→ x⊗n gives a morphism
τn : Γ nk (M)→ TSnk(M) that is an isomorphism whenM is flat over k. Indeed one can easily prove that τn is an isomorphism
in caseM is free. The flat case then follows because any flat k-module is a filtered direct limit of free modules and both Γ n
and TSn commute with filtered direct limits.
Remark 12. Divided powers and symmetric tensors are not always isomorphic. See [3] for counterexamples.
4. The abelianization
In this paragraph we introduce the abelianization functor and we prove some of its properties. Then we deduce the fact
that the abelianization of divided powers commutes with base change.
Definition 13. Given a k-algebra Awe denote by [A] the two-sided ideal of A generated by the commutators [a, b] = ab−ba
with a, b ∈ A. We write
Aab = A/[A]
and call it the abelianization of A.
We denote by abA the surjective homomorphism abA : A→ Aab.
We collect some facts regarding this construction.
Proposition 14. (1) For all B ∈ Ck there is an isomorphism Ck(Aab, B)→ Nk(A, B) by means of ρ 7→ ρ · abA. Equivalently for
all ϕ ∈ Nk(A, B) there is a unique ϕ : Aab → B such that the following diagram commutes
A
ϕ
 @
@@
@@
@@
@
abA / Aab
ϕ

B
(2) The assignment A→ Aab induces a covariant functor Nk → Ck that preserves surjections.
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Proof. The first point is obvious. For A, B ∈ Nk and f ∈ Nk(A, B) we have that f ([A]) ⊂ [B]. This proves the functoriality.
Let A, B ∈ Nk and suppose f ∈ Nk(A, B) to be surjective. We have that [B] = f ([A]). 
Definition 15. We call the just introduced functor the abelianization functor. For A, B ∈ Nk and f ∈ Nk(A, B) we denote by
f ab ∈ Ck(Aab, Bab) the abelianization of f .
Proposition 16. For all A ∈ Nk and all R ∈ Ck it holds that
(R⊗k A)ab ∼= R⊗k Aab.
Proof. The homomorphism idR ⊗ abA : R⊗k A → R⊗k Aab of R-algebras induces a unique one α : (R⊗k A)ab → R⊗k Aab
making the following diagram commutative
R⊗k A
abR⊗A %KK
KKK
KKK
KK
idR⊗abA / R⊗k Aab
(R⊗k A)ab
α
O
On the other hand the homomorphism of k-algebras given by the composition
A→ R⊗k A abR⊗A−−−→ (R⊗k A)ab
induces a unique one β : Aab → (R⊗k A)ab. This β extends to a homomorphism of R-algebras β˜ : R⊗k Aab → (R⊗k A)ab
that is the inverse of α as can be easily checked. 
Corollary 17. With the notation of Proposition 16 we have
Γ nR (R⊗k A)ab ∼= R⊗k Γ nk (A)ab.
Proof. It follows from (8) and Proposition 16. 
4.1. Symmetric tensors on the free algebra
The following observation will be very important in the rest of the paper. For any commutative ring k and integer n it
follows from Section 3.4.1 and Corollary 17 that
Γ nk (k{S})ab ∼= k⊗Z Γ nZ (Z{S})ab ∼= k⊗Z TSnZ(Z{S})ab (9)
where S is a set.
5. Universal representation and universal determinant
5.1. Generic matrices
We fix a set S. Following Procesi [4] we introduce the generic matrices.
Definition 18. We write Vn,k = k[ξsij] for the polynomial ring of polynomials in variables ξsij with 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n and s ∈ S.
LetMn(Vn,k) be the k-algebra of n× nmatrices with entries in Vn. Let ξs = (ξsij) ∈ Mn(Vn,k) be the n× nmatrix whose (i, j)
entry is ξsij for i, j = 1, . . . , n and s ∈ S. The matrices ξs are called the generic n× n matrices.
Let {xs : s ∈ S} be a set of generators of the free k-algebra k{S}.
Definition 19. The map
pin,k : k{S} :→ Mn(Vn,k), xs 7−→ ξs. (10)
is called the universal n-dimensional representation.
Choose B ∈ Ck. A homomorphism of k-algebras ρ : k{S} → Mn(B) is completely determined by the entries of the
matrices ρ(xs). This induces a homomorphism of k-algebras ρ¯ : Vn,k → B given by ξsij 7→ ρ(xs)ij for s ∈ S and 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n,
such that ρ = Mn(ρ¯) ·pin,k. Obviously ρ¯ is unique with this property. This proves the following Proposition and justifies the
name given to pin,k.
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Proposition 20. The assignment σ 7→ pin,k ·Mn(σ ) gives an isomorphism
Ck(Vn,k, B)
∼=−→ Nk(k{S},Mn(B)).
Remark 21. Proposition 20 still holds after replacing k{S} with an arbitrary A ∈ Nk as showed originally in [4] or recently
in [5]. We do not need this here.
5.2. Universal determinant
Now consider the composition det ·pin,k: this is a multiplicative polynomial law k{S} → Vn,k which is homogeneous of
degree n. Therefore it corresponds to a unique element ρ¯k ∈ Ck(Γ nk (k{S})ab, Vn,k).
Definition 22. We call the composition det ·pin,k the universal n-th determinant.
Definition 23. We denote by Cn,k the k-subalgebra of Vn,k generated by the coefficients ei(pin,k(f )) of characteristic
polynomials
det(t − pin,k(f )) = tn +
n∑
i=1
(−1)iei(pin,k(f ))tn−i
as f varies in k{S}.
Remark 24. Let b ∈ Mn(B) and 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Note that ei(b) is the trace of ∧i(b). Obviously e1(b) is the trace of b and
en(b) = det(b) is the determinant of b.
Remark 25. Observe that ρ¯Z(abZ{S}(1(n−i) × f (i))) = ei(pin,k(f )). By [6, Theorem 4.13] the elements abZ{S}(1(n−i) × f (i))
generate Γ nZ (Z{S})ab as a ring. Then ρ¯Z(Γ nZ (Z{S})ab) ⊂ Cn,Z
Proposition 26. The composition
Γ nk (k{S})ab
∼=−→ k⊗Z Γ nZ (Z{S})ab
1k⊗Zρ¯Z−−−−→ k⊗Z Cn,Z
is an isomorphism of k-algebras for all commutative rings k.
Proof. By (9) it is enough to show that
TSnZ(Z{S})ab
∼=−→ Γ nZ (Z{S})ab ρ¯Z−→ Cn,Z
and this follows from 3.4.1 and [6, Theorem 6.1]. 
Remark 27. The general linear groupGLn(k) acts onVn,k via base change on kn. It has been showed in [7–9] thatCn,k = VGLn(k)n,k
when k is Z or an infinite field. This isomorphism, together with the relations found in [10], are fundamental to prove [6,
Theorem 6.1] and therefore Proposition 26.
6. Main result
When k = Z is the ring of integers we suppress the subscript−k everywhere. Therefore we write Γ n for Γ nZ , Cn for Cn,Z
and so on.
Fix A ∈ Nk, B ∈ Ck and suppose S is a set such that A is generated by {as}s∈S .
Let α : k{S} → A be given by xs 7→ as for all s ∈ S. We have the following
Theorem 28. (1) For any p ∈ MPnk(k{S}, B) there is a unique k-algebra homomorphismβ : k⊗Cn,Z → B such that the following
diagram commutes
k{S}
p
$H
HH
HH
HH
HH
H
τn,k / k⊗Z Cn
β

B
where τn,k is the composition
k{S} ∼=−→ k⊗Z Z{S} 1k⊗det ·pin−−−−−→ k⊗Z Cn.
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(2) For any p ∈ MPnk(A, B) there is a unique k-algebra homomorphism β : k ⊗ Cn,Z → B such that the following diagram
commutes
k{S}
α

p·α
$H
HH
HH
HH
HH
H
τn,k / k⊗Z Cn
β

A p
/ B
where τn,k is the same as above.
Proof. (1) This follows from (6) and Proposition 26.
(2) This follows from the first part of the theorem lifting p to p · α. 
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